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About This Game

Twilight Struggle is a challenging strategy game of medium complexity that presents new and different challenges with every
game session. The game map is a world map of the period, whereon players move units and exert influence in attempts to gain
allies and control for their superpower. The playable events in the game cover a vast array of historical happenings, from the

Arab-Israeli conflicts of 1948 and 1967, to Vietnam and the U.S. peace movement, to the Cuban Missile Crisis and other such
incidents that brought the world to the brink of nuclear annihilation.

Play as the US or USSR during the Cold War and change the course of history.

Highlights
• Events found in the game are actual events that occurred during the Cold War.

• Full asynchronous support for multiplayer online games.
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Would be great if it worked, but it's crippled with bugs and discussion forums are filled with complaints that they've been there
for years and haven't been fixed. Looks like abandon-ware.. Single player: if you're a novice like I was the single player will still
rock you. After a while you will notice some poor strategic decisions that you can exploit. Still, it's a fun challenge and a good
way to learn the cards, card scenarios, and improve your gameplay. I'm confused by folks who say the AI takes too long--the
computer AI takes about 10 seconds to decide its turn in my games and you can see a timer that goes around the avatar. It's not
immediate but not too troubling for me.

The only frequent bug I notice is that the AI will not realign its full allotment of moves from time to time. In other words if it
has a 3 Ops card it may only realign two times and pass on its third attempt. It's not gamebreaking, just a poor AI decision.

A lot of great positive reviews of MP which I will defer to since they all reflect my views.. Release 1.2.3 on mac OS 10.13
frequently hangs.
Bought TS a long time ago. I hadn't played in quite a while. Didn't have many technical problems before. But now can't get
passed turn 2 before it hangs. Tried reinstalling; still no dice.
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